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Yahweh and the Elohim, the Gods of this world created a system of knowledge for this time and established it 6,000 years ago. This system of knowledge was broken down into three components 360 degrees, 36 degrees and 33 degrees. 360 Degrees of Knowledge Summary The first and highest system of knowledge is 360 Degrees or
as Erika Badu puts it three dollars and six dimes. The knowledge of 360 Degrees is known as the Circle of Knowledge or the Serpent Knowledge and is designed for Black People during this 6,000 year cycle. The reason why the symbol of a snake or a circle is used is because the starting point is the same as the end only at a higher
level. For example, when a snake rolls its head on its tail. The head and tail are at the same point, but one is higher. Yakub of Yahweh took the 360 degrees of knowledge and condensed them into 6 parts. Each of these 6 parts has 60 degree knowledge. This 60 degrees of knowledge corresponds to the average lifespan of humans of 60
years during this cycle of 6,000 years. For example, there are a total of 360 degrees or 60*6. This system is designed for Black People or the 1 billion 8 million Gods who reincarnate in countless trillions of personalities throughout the universe. There is no beginning or end to this process. This First Self or Higher self is our inner guide.
Every person who comes into this world is made to gain a certain experience. Our inner guide or eternal self leads us to fulfill our purpose or life mission and thus the book written in stone (Pyramids as a history book). 360 degrees of knowledge lessons A simple way to get in closer contact with this inner guide is to ask yourself a simple
question once in the morning and once at night over a period of a few months and then just go with the first answer that comes to mind. With practice, this exercise will gain momentum, but keep the questions simple in the beginning by asking questions like 'What will I wear today?'. Another way to get in close contact with the higher self is
by super learning or remembering. You do this by writing down your dreams and daily activities. For a more systemized method see the level 2 of the book Black Roots Science. There is also a journal called Blackroots science level 2 Journal. A link to the schedule is below. Level 2 Black Roots Science Schedule 33 Degrees of
Knowledge Summary Yakub took 33 degrees out of 360 degrees and established secret or mystery schools for non-blacks. Popular 33-degree school practitioners are Masons and Shriners. The highest practictioners of these are TheoThose who qualified learned 3 extra degrees of knowledge that make up the school of 36 degrees. 36
Neters of Degrees of Knowledge Summary The schools of 36 degrees would be known like the 36 Neters in Egypt. The word Neter means truth is sometimes misinterpreted as gods. Vodun or Voodoo Voodoo a popular African religion that practices the school of 36 degrees. I'll outline one of the three higher degrees below. Masonic
degrees above 33 One of these three degrees is known as the 'psychic' phenomena. This degree is controlled by lucid dreams or dreams that feel real and can change those living if allowed. This was used as a learning tool in our antiquity, but has deviated to be used to make individuals believe in and experience a false sense of reality.
This degree uses the principles of imagination and resonance. The abuse of this science involves entrapment and the use of the laws of rhythms. When as a person who understands this degree begins an imagination and finds others who are sympathetic to it. The power of this imagined world originates only from the willing participant.
Over time, entire worlds have been made of 'ancestral spirits', but only affect willing participants. I come into the attribute ofI Self-Rest in Love Allah. My physical degree is wisdom concept. Peace for all dwelling in the wilderness of North America. This page is manifested to share my wisdom among members of my original family, as well
as gain wisdom. I serve Allah's Nation since the year born-God. Before this time I lived a destructive-power lifestyle. Meaning I was aware of this Science of Life, but had not yet seriously sought it. An experience of mine was at a party one night when this God approached me and greeted me. I didn't have the knowledge of the correct
response, to which he added on oh, you're 85-ing huh? It was hard, but true. The only problem I had was when I asked for knowledge that the brother was not trying to teach. So I went on a quest for self-knowledge, which is right and accurate before God was Self created. Since studying 120 I have learned and what its purpose for
existence are. Peace. Sign My Guestbook View My Guestbook under construction y'all! Equality Mail sun120@godbody.zzn.com More Science How to Cee Self Nation of Gods and Earths Supreme Mathematics Plus Lessons Divine Allah Sites Web Ring HOME Do You Want to Join the Divine Allah Webring? | Skip prev| | Prev| | Next| |
Skip Next| | Arbitrarily| | Next 5| | List of sites| Get a godbody.zzn.com email account. 1. Knowledge is to know, listen and observe. Knowledge is a collection of accumulated facts. Knowledge is the basis for all the things that exist, because the sun is the basis for our solar system and man is the basis for his family. 2. Wisdom is the
manifestation of that knowledge, the ways and actions that one uses to get acquainted with his or her to know the truth, such as speaking wisely to the wise, to the stupid or to a wise own. Wisdom is the woman. 3. Understanding is the mental picture that one paints of knowledge wisdom. To see things much more clearly for what they are,
visible through the all-seeing eye, that is the Spirit. Understanding is the child. Child. Culture or Freedom: Culture is one way of life; Islam is the culture of freedom and justice, the culture of peace in which all things coincide and live in harmony. 5. Power or Refinement: Power is truth, truth in origin only means of refinement for going
according to the truth is to make those themselves known again. Truth is the power to resurrect the mental dead from their present state of ignorance and ignorance of the self. 6. Equality means being equal in all aspects of one's true self. 7. God is the equality of a wise man, who manifests himself to build or destroy. I am myself, himself
is the true reality, son of man God, (7) the al Seeing Eye, the All in All who allah the Asian Blackman. 8. Building or destroying: Building means to add to life a positive creation or education; destroy means to know of, take, that which is not true, and light for knowledge. 9. Born to create a mental birth of the self. 0. Cipher is the completion
of a circle or 360 degrees of knowledge, wisdom and understanding. PEACE ALLAH The 5% Nation Gods &amp; Earths Supreme Alphabets 1. A - Allah is the Supreme Being, the Asian Man from Asia the planet earth, God of the Universe, Lord of All Worlds from the highest to the lowest, the original man, the giver and taker of life. The
basis of all life, the Father of reality and knowledge of the sun, the following diagram shows the entire realm or figure of the body of the Asian Man keeping everything pure, true and alive. The blanket of protection is 5 times 72 this is equal to 360 degrees. The power of God's wisdom shows the understanding of his equality that is added to
his figure. A - Arm = 72 degrees, L - Leg = 72 degrees, L - Leg = 72 degrees, A - Arm = 72 degrees and the supreme H - Head = 72 degrees. 2.B - Be or Born is the realm or state of being born in existence, gives birth to God. Born is to be aware of everything, because everything is from the sun, moon and stars or man, woman and child
or past, present and future. Born must be complete and give birth to the culture (I-God). Knowing that everything is real, one must be born to show his or her knowledge to be born equality, knowledge power, or equality as real. 3.C - See is to knowledge wisdom is born and get a clear picture, that will be the understanding. To see is to be
equipped with sight both insight and eyesight, C is the cream. 4. D - Divine knowledge and wisdom is understood, shows its completion and manifests a perfect state of existence equal to the culture that god the Divine being, Divine being that is sacred. 5. E - Equality must be equal to all society and nations of the earth, show and with the
power of equality we are the fathers of civilization, too, to match all nations with the science of education. Equality is women. 6. F - Father Allah is the of the 5% nation also the father of civilization and the God of the Universe. Fat-Her or the equality of the man with the woman in which father will manifest in power build, Peace! 7. G - God
is himself at all times, by knowing that God manifest wisdom equality and as God, he is dealing with the knowledge that is known only to Allah, Supreme Being, Asian Spirit, for man is God, and this is Self who is Allah, God can build or destroy because he manifests wisdom equality and this will be born build or destroy. 8. H - (He or Her)
is the man or woman who has knowledge of the self and builds a strong foundation. He who is God, who is the Earth, the woman planet to bring over the gods and earths and teach them at birth, He or Her without the knowledge of the self cannot build, but only destroy and or take many other lives. 9. I - Islam is itself and itself is God.
Woman is earth a also life when advocated for the same cause, to be reborn in the knowledge of the self. 10. J - Justice is the star, which means your reward, whether it's one of happiness or sadness. These are rewards and or penalties, also knowledge added to the cipher, (REWARD), Just I C Equality with which I am blessed,
(PENALTY), Just Ice to be frozen at 32 degrees. 11. K - King, God is the king of kings which means that God is the only true king there is, Ruler of a kingdom is the equivalent of God because this is himself or the father He. The king reigns because he is wise and righteous, someone who knows that the ledge of his knowledge for his
word is life. In the beginning was the word and the word is life. 12. L - Love Hell or Right (Lord), love is the emotion that God blessed the woman with, many men and women possess this emotion and to those who have not to deal with having proven love a disability, love for those who have gotten over this burden realize that love is
understanding and not two separate qualities. Understanding brings love or love to understanding. Hate can be caused by what you understand or don't understand. Those who have realized the truth of love have proven that he is a Lord. Lord is the equivalent of God, King, He, Father, and therefore remains in paradise (Heaven). Hell is
the home of the ignorant, those who have no knowledge of it themselves. God shows his love by manifesting the knowledge of oneself through his wisdom, which reveals the hell one must go through to be right. Knowledge of wisdom to come to an understanding of love brings the power of culture and this is born. 13.M - Master is
someone who possesses 360 degrees of knowledge, wisdom and understanding. The equivalent of Lord, He, King, Father, God that is me, too, someone who knows the ledge of his understanding giving him the culture that I-God knowledge. 14. N - Now Nation End - Now it's time to get knowledge of the self or end up in a pit of Nation -
The United Asian people, dark and light, the pale person is in a race with time now to avoid the wrath of the Asian Nation (GOD), Knowledge of the culture to show the power. 15. O - Cipher is a person's place or being, a circle consisting of 360 degrees or a cycle of life, C-I-Power-Her, Her-Power-I-C. 16. P - Power is power, energy and
magnetism. Truth is the ultimate power, star or child. Knowledge equality is power; knowledge itself is therefore equality. 17. Q - Queen is the woman factor of life. Mother of the womb, she is queen because she is knowledge god, build or destroy, and or equality wisdom. 18. R - Rule (righteous, right ruler) is a guide that God, the Asian
man, uses to keep everything good and accurate. The Asian people are righteous according to nature. Justice is the right nature of things and people. Ruler is someone who leads a king and or queen if the king is not physically present. 19. S - Savior (himself) is the one who possesses the power of God and resurrects people after the
first saving of oneself. Someone who saves anyone who wants to be saved and add to it themselves, himself is the true reality of one, be it man or woman. 20. T - Truth or Square - Truth understands the reality of wisdom. Allah shows his powers and proves his powers, and establishes the truth, no matter what corners of a square. Ninety
degrees at every angle, four times ninety equals three hundred and sixty. The square is a multiple of four and the cube is six. 21. U - Universe - The universe is home to galaxies, which is home to our solar system. The universe possesses and belongs to all Asian men and women. You - (U) and I fresh. You are in relation to the woman at
the treatment in the completion of the house (child). You mean yourself, king, savior, queen, her, wife. 22. V - Victory - In order to gain the knowledge, wisdom, and understanding, a man who is blind, deaf, and stupid must take on the Seal of Victory to win. 23. W - Wisdom is wise words spoken by a wise man, this is power, when Allah
speaks is called wisdom, because when He speaks, it is like an ocean that would never go dry. Wisdom is the woman. 24. X - Unknown is the identity of the self, woman, man and God, because they are not wise for their true culture. X in genetics is the female factor or chromosome. 25. Y – Why justify the most requested, why does he
love the devil? Why does the devil call our people African? Why are so many people still dead? This is because they refuse to accept the teachings of God. In genetics, the male factor or chromosome is Y. God's knowledge about the Y has three points, foundation, right point and left point. 26. Z - Zig, Zag, Zig - which means knowledge
and understanding and saw is un-a-like. Twelve Jewels of Islam 1. Knowledge 2. Wisdom 3. Concept 4. Freedom 5. Justice 6. Equality 7. Food 8. Clothing 9. 9. 10. Love 11. Peace 12. Happiness Happiness
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